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MASS
EMAIL 

PROVIDER

PRICE PER 
MONTH

MULTIPLE 
 INTEGRATIONS

AUTOMATED 
EMAILING 

CAPABILITIES

EASY EMAIL 
SEQUENCING 
CAPABILITIES

CREATE 
MULTIPLE 
CONTENT 

UPGRADES

SPECIFIC 
SUBSCRIBER 

TAGGING

MailerLite*

free for under 1,000 
subscriber, prices 
start at $10

yes, and the list is 
growing

yes, for email forms, 
campaigns, & 
subscribers

yes, automations - 
great for creating 
email series

yes, unlimited 
through custom sign 
up forms

yes, very possible to 
tag subscribers & see 
individual data 

Convertkit

prices start at $29 for 
1,000 subscribers

yes, and the list is 
growing

yes, for email forms, 
broadcasts, & 
subscribers

yes, sequences - great 
for creating email 
series

yes, unlimited 
through custom sign 
up forms

yes, very detailed 
& connects with 
automation features

Mailchimp

free under 2,000 subs, 
but fees for added 
features

widely available 
+ integrates with 
Squarespace

for a monthly fee* w/ 
additional capabilities 

yes new feature, but 
limited

available for select 
plan, but is not 
flexible

extremely limited, not 
easy to multi-tag the 
same subscriber

* some links may be an affiliate links

DESIGN TOOL PRICE PER 
MONTH

CREATE LOGOS 
& BRANDED 

COLLATERAL

CREATE 
CUSTOM IMAGES

DIGITAL 
PRODUCTS 

CAPABILITIES

LEARNING 
CURVE

POTENTIAL 
FOR BUSINESS 

GROWTH

Adobe Suite

(InDesign, Illustrator, 
or Photoshop)

$19.95 for 1 program, 
or $49.95 for all 20+ 

Illustrator, InDesign*
Illustrator, 
Photoshop, 
InDesign

InDesign 
(numerous), 
Illustrator (many)

medium to advanced
yes, these are the 
design programs that 
the pros use

Canva

free, but monthly 
upgraded versions 
available

can create from 
objects, but not from 
scratch

yes, in many different 
formats

yes, but limited relatively easy
yes, but for blog & 
media graphics only

iPages/Word

typically included 
with your computer 
OS

no very limited
limited but possible 
to create simple PDF’s

easy & probably 
already familiar

great for starting, but 
not for scaling 

PAYMENT & 
BOOKKEEPING 

PROVIDER

PRICE PER 
MONTH

INVOICING
AVAILABLE

BOOKKEEPING 
(connects to your 

bank account)
EASE OF USE INTEGRATES 

WITH STRIPE
INTEGRATES 

WITH PAYPAL

Wave Apps completely free
yes, & with your 
brand logo

yes, & categorizing 
available

intuitive & fairly 
simple

yes yes

Freshbooks

starts at $12.95 per 
month for up to 5 
clients

yes, & with your 
brand logo

yes, & categorizing 
available

intuitive & fairly 
simple

yes yes

Quickbooks starts at $10 a month
yes, & with your 
brand logo

yes, & categorizing 
available

much more robust, 
but can be simple

it can, but not 
automatically

yes

WEBSITE 
PLATFORM & 

HOST

PRICE PER 
MONTH 

WEBSITE 
HOSTING IS 
INCLUDED

INCLUDED 
TEMPLATES

BUILT IN 
PAYMENT 

PROCESSOR

CONNECTS 
WITH OUTSIDE 

SOURCES

POTENTIAL 
FOR BUSINESS 

GROWTH

Squarespace

starts at $16 per 
month with a yearly 
discount available

yes, unlimited
yes, many designed 
for you business type

yes, stripe
Soundcloud, Social 
Media Accts, Acuity, 
Podcasts & More

yes, mobile otpimized 
& is suitable for most 
small businesses

Wordpress

(.org, NOT .com)

free but requires a 
hosting company + 
designed templates

most purchase 
separately from a 
hosting provider

yes, but most need 
to be purchased 
separately

with plugins, or 
specific templates that 
you purchase

with plugins, though 
some may require 
purchasing

yes, especially with 
the aid of a developer

* the first tool in each category is the tool that I recommend and use. 

http://www.mailerlite.com/a/inlrefu5ay
https://convertkit.com/
http://mailchimp.com/
http://www.adobe.com/creativecloud.html
https://www.viayuri.com/blog/07
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.waveapps.com/
https://www.freshbooks.com
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https://wordpress.org/
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